Press release 2021-06-15, Gothenburg, Sweden

Several successful game announcements
for Thunderful Group
At the end of last week Thunderful Publishing announced the game
Planet of Lana. The announcement had millions of viewers, and
received great spread and very positive comments in gaming media.
This weekend, Coatsink's upcoming game REPLACED was also
announced during E3, one of the world's largest gaming fairs, and
became one of the weekend's most noticed games.
Planet of Lana is a cinematic puzzle adventure, framed by an epic sci-fi saga, developed by
Gothenburg-based Wishfully Studios. Fans and the press praised the game for its distinctive
visual style, and for game mechanics that bring together several modern classics. In the
process, Thunderful registered an exceptionally high number of wish list entries.
“We are blown away by the response to Planet of Lana’s reveal at Summer Game Fest. So
much love and anticipation for our game. Thunderful as publisher for the title has elevated
Planet of Lana to a worldwide audience”, says Wishfully Studio’s CEO Adam Stjärnljus.
Meanwhile, leading gaming media selected Thunderful subsidiary Coatsink's game
REPLACED as one of the weekend's most impressive game. REPLACED was hailed for a
distinctive combination of 2D and 3D, a captivating retro-futuristic story and spectacular battle
scenes.
“REPLACED is a really exciting title for us. It’s a visual feast with jawdropping gameplay
mechanics, and we think players are going to love it”, says Coatsink’s CEO Tom
Beardsmore.
“It’s great to see the positive response that our ambitious games have received to their
announcements in gaming media. The response shows that the structured selection process
that we have developed to ensure concepts and quality for our internal game ideas also
works excellently within our publishing business. These games are examples of our overall
investment in major gaming projects. There are clear synergies in being able to use and
refine the same process when we invest in both internal and external game projects”, says
Thunderful Group’s CEO Brjann Sigurgeirsson.
Both Planet of Lana and REPLACED will be released in 2022.
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For more information about Thunderful Group, please contact:
Brjann Sigurgeirsson, CEO, Thunderful Group
Email: brjann@thunderfulgroup.com
Tel: +46 708 16 16 32

About Thunderful Group

Thunderful Group is primarily a Nordic group of companies active in development and publishing of games and
distribution of, i.e., Nintendo products, games, game accessories and toys. With headquarters in Gothenburg and
additional offices in Sunderland, Karlshamn, Kungsbacka, Aarhus, Skövde, Cologne, Helsinki, Malmö, Helsingborg,
Copenhagen, Larvik, Hohenwestedt and Hong Kong, Thunderful Group's overall goal is to provide high-quality
entertainment products for people of all ages. Thunderful Group is listed on Nasdaq First North Premier. FNCA
Sweden AB is appointed Certified Adviser, info@fnca.se, +46(0)8-528 00 399.
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